WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
“An invaluable source for seafood lovers everywhere,
leaving you hungry to bring these inspired dishes into
your own kitchen.”—EMERIL LAGASSE
“Not only is this a book to cook from, it’s a book
from which to carve an understanding of Florida.”
—CHEF NORMAN VAN AKEN
“Filled with beautiful photos, amazing recipes, and
great stories, Good Catch exposes the real Florida.”
—CHEF STEPHANIE IZARD, winner of Top
Chef Season 4
“Being a chef and native of South Florida, I am so
proud to see a book using all of our bountiful delicacies. The recipes are delicious, and I love the use of
classic ideas with modern twists.”—CHEF
MICHELLE BERNSTEIN, author of Cuisine
á Latina
“A book to be cherished and devoured! Good Catch is filled with tantalizing, easy-to-follow
recipes.”—SUSAN PUCKETT, coauthor of Eat Drink Delta
“A deep treasure chest of seasonal coastal Florida recipes and intimate storytelling about
the people who catch, cook, and serve the Sunshine State’s underwater bounty.”—JEFF
HOUCK, food editor, Tampa Tribune
“A wonderful trip along coastal Florida, including well-known places and also some of
Florida’s hidden treasures. The recipes show how seafood is enjoyed by the people who
make their living on Florida’s most precious resource.”—JOHN SOLOMON, president,
Florida Seafood Festival
“Everything I look for in a Florida cookbook. Good Catch puts readers in the story and gives
them the tools and background to make Florida seafood favorites as if they caught it themselves.”—CHEF JUSTIN TIMINERI, executive chef/ culinary ambassador, Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
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PAM BRANDON is managing editor of Edible Orlando magazine and a food columnist for OrlandoSentinel.com and the Palm Beach Post. She has written twelve cookbooks, including Field to Feast: Recipes Celebrating Florida Farmers, Chefs, and Artisans and the 2014
Epcot International Food & Wine Festival Cookbook. Her favorite Florida seafood, hands down,
is wild-caught, crispy fried shrimp with a splash of lemon.

KATIE FARMAND, a proud Florida native, is an Orlando-based food writer, recipe
developer, and food stylist. She is the editor of Edible Orlando magazine. She grew up deep-sea
fishing with her grandparents and, to this day, a sandwich made with fried freshly caught grouper
is her definition of perfection. This is her second cookbook.

HEATHER MCPHERSON is the food editor and restaurant critic for the Orlan-

do Sentinel and OrlandoSentinel.com. She is a past president of the Association of Food Journalists and is author of two cookbooks, coauthor of five cookbooks, and editor of three others.
Her latest work is Field to Feast: Recipes Celebrating Florida Farmers, Chefs, and Artisans
with Pam Brandon and Katie Farmand. She loves all Florida seafood, but grouper with a lemony
caper-dill sauce is her favorite.
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“[Fishermen] know as much about the ocean as farmers do about their
land; they care deeply about the sea life they catch and they respect the
ocean and other waterways.”
Your first cookbook, Field to Feast, has been extremely well received. How did
that inspire you to follow it up with a seafood cookbook?
We actually started thinking of the idea for this book AS we worked on Field to
Feast. We started adding local seafood to the book as its own chapter and realized
that it was more than a chapter; it was a book in itself. As far as being inspired by
the first book, we knew the stories were just as beloved as the recipes so we knew
we needed to tell more stories about the people and places that give us incredible
seafood in the Sunshine State.
You traveled all around Florida to find these stories and recipes. How did you
know where to go and who to interview?
We asked our friends and family. Of course, we visited historic and well-loved
places that most Floridians know, but we also sought out lesser-known restaurants,
locations, and personalities. Our Floridian friends were a great resource, directing
us to some locales we’d never visited before.

After all the interviews, what was the most fascinating thing you learned about
seafood and the people who catch it?
The one thing that struck us as the most poignant, especially after our work on
Field to Feast, was the comparison of fishermen to famers of the sea. They know as
much about the ocean as farmers do about their land; they care deeply about the
sea life they catch and they respect the ocean and other waterways and what they
provide us.
Tell us about a new activity you got to try while gathering material for Good
Catch.
Pam tried scalloping, Heather tasted Florida caviar for the first time, and we all
tasted Florida-made bottarga for the first time.
How did you select which recipes to include in Good Catch?
We aimed to touch on all of the most commonly found fish and shellfish as well as
a selection of lesser-known Florida seafood. With that in mind, we included recipes that best showcase the flavor and texture of each type of seafood.
For beginner chefs looking for a basic, simple meal to ease into seafood cooking,
which recipes would you suggest?
Our sautéed shrimp and feta is super simple, crowd-pleasing and a showstopper.
We also encourage anyone who has never cooked a fish whole to try it; while it
seems daunting, it’s actually really easy, gratifying, and pretty tough to screw it up.
It can be flavored in a ton of different ways, as well.
What culinary project are you working on next?
We are exploring several different new cookbook ideas.
You’re veteran authors with a brand new second book—quite an accomplishment. If you could give any advice to budding cookbook authors out there, what
would it be?
Write your favorite recipes down as you make them, or gather those you make
time and again, and start there. What stands out about the recipes? Do you notice
an overarching theme about them? That may be the premise of your cookbook.
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INTRODUCTION
Up at daybreak, we’re out on a boat in the
mind-blowing wilds of the Ten Thousand
Islands, and it is love at first sight. A
manatee and her baby, nostrils peeking
out of the water for a breath of fresh
air, sidle up to our slow-moving craft.
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Minutes later a pod of bottlenose dolphins puts on
an impromptu ballet. And before noon, we snag a

silvery tarpon on our fishing line, then let it slip away.
Ah, just another day at the office.
Good Catch is an expansion of our first book,
Field to Feast, recipes and stories from Florida farms
that took us from the Panhandle to Homestead.
We intended to include seafood in that book until
we realized the impossibility of showcasing both
land and sea in a finite number of pages. So we

AND BEFORE
NOON, WE SNAG
A SILVERY
TARPON ON OUR
FISHING LINE,
THEN LET IT SLIP
AWAY. AH, JUST
ANOTHER DAY AT
THE OFFICE.

headed back on the road, this time following twolane blacktop through wetlands and hammocks
to eat onion rings and fried mullet at rustic fish
camps, slurp oysters in Apalachicola, and dig into
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steamed spiny lobster in the Florida Keys. We
trailed a meandering boardwalk over sand dunes
late one afternoon to witness a catch of the day in
the tumbling Atlantic Ocean. On the Miami River,
we met weathered Cuban fishermen on a dock
where time stands still. And on the Gulf Coast, we
marveled at shells no bigger than the head of a pin in
the palm of a clam farmer’s hand.
Surrounded by water on three sides with an
inland maze of lakes, rivers, streams, and springs,
the largest lake in the Southeast plunked in the
middle, and the Everglades seeping out below, all of
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Florida is alive with watery abundance—life that has
nourished humans on this peninsula for centuries
and today helps feed much of the world.

And while there’s unspoken camaraderie among
fishermen, coaxing out a story isn’t always easy. They
live quietly on the water, often away at sea for days
at a time to bring a backbreaking load of sustenance
to shore. But there is pride in their hard work, and
the joy that comes with the freedom of spending
time so very close to nature. The passion often starts
early in life with the first cast of a line, a frog gigged,
or a net full of shrimp. When you champion a local
fisherman, you are supporting a way of life that
has survived for generations in little towns such as
Tarpon Springs, Cortez, Aripeka, and Amelia Island.

This book is presented by season, as so much of
Florida seafood is abundant only at certain times of
the year. We know oysters are best in “r” months,
and scallop season is July through September. We
learned that amberjack are most prolific on the
Southwest Coast in winter, mahimahi is an easy
summer catch in the Keys, cobia is abundant in the
spring in the Gulf, and the season for snook on the
Atlantic Coast is in the fall.
In the kitchen, we discovered new tastes like
bottarga, the cured roe of mullet. We tentatively
filleted our first snapper, and packed a sheepshead
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in kosher salt to roast it to buttery tenderness. We
shucked and roasted oysters, steamed clams, and
grilled octopus. Conch fritters, shrimp, and frog legs
were perfectly fried. And we did our best to even
out the calories with plenty of seasonal salads and
side dishes to accompany the wealth of seafood and
take advantage of Florida’s abundant crops.
So dive in for a taste of the bounty of Florida’s
waterways. We hope this book brings to life the
watery world of our beautiful state.
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ROYAL RED SHRIMP SALAD
SERVES 6

EVERY SPRING, WE EAGERLY ANTICIPATE the first delivery of royal red
shrimp to our local seafood market. Virtually unknown until a decade
ago, this crimson-hued shrimp variety can be found around the whole
perimeter of Florida—and they are usually netted somewhere around
a half-mile deep. Because of their dark environment and higher fat
content, royal red have a texture that’s closer to that of lobster, and
their flavor is sweet and briny. Because of their delicate texture, royal
red shrimp need only a very brief dip in boiling water. They’re ideal for a
quick weeknight supper, steamed or sautéed, but they’re also incredibly
delicious tossed in this light dressing and served cold. However you
prefer, they are a seasonal treat we are always excited to see.

proof

1 Bring a large pot of water to a

boil. Add shrimp, stir, and remove
with a slotted spoon after 1
minute. Set aside to cool.

2 Whisk together oil, lemon zest

HOW TO PEEL AND
DEVEIN SHRIMP
Pull off heads if still attached.
Remove legs, cracking
shell in the bottom center.
Starting at the head end, peel
away shells. Depending on
the way you want to serve
the shrimp, you can leave
the last segment and tail or
remove them. Use a small,
sharp knife to cut a slit down
the back of shrimp about
1/4-inch deep. Remove and
discard the vein under cold
running water or use the tip
of a knife.

and juice, mayonnaise, and dill.
Add shrimp, hearts of palm, red
bell pepper, and onion, tossing
to coat. Season to taste with salt
and pepper.

2 pounds large royal
red shrimp, peeled and
deveined
2 tablespoons extra-virgin
olive oil, divided
1 teaspoon finely grated
fresh lemon zest
2 tablespoons fresh lemon
juice
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
2 tablespoons chopped
fresh dill
1 (14-ounce) can hearts of
palm, thinly sliced
1 medium red bell pepper,
seeded and finely diced
1/4 cup finely diced red
onion
Coarse salt and freshly
ground black pepper, to
taste

3 Cover tightly and refrigerate at
least 4 hours and up to overnight.

SPRING’S BOUNTY
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BAKED OYSTERS with BUTTER,
GARLIC, and PARMESAN CHEESE
MAKES 2 DOZEN

1/2 cup softened unsalted
butter
1/2 cup freshly grated
Parmesan cheese
2 garlic cloves, finely
minced
1 tablespoon fresh lemon
juice
1 tablespoon chopped
fresh parsley
Hot sauce, to taste
2 dozen oysters on the half
shell

INDIAN PASS RAW BAR IN PORT ST. JOE has a simple menu and a
simple system: oysters, crabs, shrimp, gumbo, and cold drinks—all on
the honor system. It became a restaurant in 1986, but in 1903, the
building was a commissary for a turpentine company. During the Great
Depression, it was home to a store, gas station, and restaurant that
housed the spectacularly named Gypsie McNeill’s Tearoom. Today,
Gypsie’s grandson runs the restaurant.
To get to the seafood shack you must travel a long, remote stretch
of county road between Apalachicola and Port St. Joe. Just when
you think you’re lost, a small yellow sign appears along the roadside
warning of “congestion ahead.” Be ready to tap the brakes because
just around a slight curve is the raw bar, surrounded by people sipping
beer on the porch and cars jockeying for parking spots.
Pull into the gravel lot and head to the door. There will likely be a
wait list, but be sure to scope out the bar seats. Often there are one or
two open near the back. Grab a beer from the cooler and revel in the
chaos. If you catch the eye of a server, holler out your order and settle
in. Despite the ongoing bustle, this is not fast food.
The oysters at Indian Pass Raw Bar are so fresh, many guests
prefer to slurp them down raw on the half shell. For those who prefer
a cooked bivalve, the baked oysters are an incredibly rich and fullflavored indulgence.

proof

1 Place oven rack 5 to 6 inches
from heat source and preheat
broiler.

2 Combine butter, Parmesan,

garlic, lemon juice, parsley, and
hot sauce in a small bowl.
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3 Place raw oysters in a single
layer in a baking dish and evenly
distribute butter mixture over
them.
4 Broil until oysters begin to curl

at the edges and butter mixture is
bubbly, 5 to 7 minutes.
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